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Louvre Roofs & Insect Screens

www.window-treatments.co.nz
FREEPHONE 0800 36 36 39



Window Treatments NZ Ltd design and manufacture 
stylish blinds, shutters, awnings, louvre roofs and 
insect screens here in New Zealand and overseas, 
using components that meet the highest international 
standards. 

Our management team introduces superior technology 
and innovation whenever possible to ensure our product 
range is the most advanced on the market.

From an aesthetic point of view, our interior design 
consultant seasonally adjusts our colour palette to 
complement interior décor styles from contemporary 
and minimalist through to classic, traditional and retro.

While no jobs are too large or too small, our team is 
vastly experienced in finding solutions to challenging 
commissions, commercial or domestic, meeting briefs 
both aesthetically and architecturally as well as within 
budget.

Management and staff in all facets of our business, 
New Zealand wide, support and contribute to our goal 
of 100 percent customer satisfaction, from design and 
manufacture through to delivery and installation. 

We invite you to experience Window Treatments’ style, 
service, innovation and inspiration.  I offer you my 

personal guarantee of quality and satisfaction.

Window Treatments NZ Ltd, founded in 1984, is the  
largest independent blind, shutter, awning, insect screen  
and louvre roof manufacturing company in New Zealand. 

The company designs and manufactures market leading  
products both in our own Christchurch factory and overseas.  
This ensures quality, continuity of supply and superior back-up 
service to meet the ever-growing demand in all of our markets.

Selling factory-direct makes our pricing very competitive.

We employ over 125 people nationwide in over 20 locations.

STYLE,

SERVICE,

INNOVATION

AND

INSPIRATION

www.window-treatments.co.nz

Message from Graeme Rose

Graeme Rose 
Managing Director

Image
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Products
Window Treatments designs and manufactures a wide variety of quality products, with many styles 

guaranteed to suit any home. We can also create custom solutions to suit your individual needs. 

Blocco Roller 
Blinds Pg 14

Roman Blinds 
Pg 16

Venetian Blinds 
25mm,50mm, 

Pg 23-24

Roller Blinds 
Pg 5 - 13

New Zealand Operation, Manufacturing, Export, Paint Division, Joinery Division ............................................Pg 2- 4

Motorisation and Home Management Systems, Somfy®, RollEase® Automate Wirefree Motors............Pg 45 - 47
Frequently Asked Questions ................................................................................................................................................................Pg 48 
Locations/Directory ......................................................................................................................................................................Pg 49

Mystique curtain 
& Blind in one 

Pg 15

Securo Blinds 
Pg 17-21

Cafe Blinds 
Pg 22

Magnetic Insect 
Screens 
Pg 44

Louvre Roofs 
Pg 42-43

Awnings - Palladio, 
Italia, Terrazza 

Pg 38-41

Shutters - Aluminium, 
Basswood, Cedar, PVC 

Pg 32-37

Vertical Blinds 
Pg 28

Honeycomb Pleated 
Blinds 25mm & 38mm 

Pg 29

Blocco Honeycomb 
Blinds 
Pg 30

Skylight/Specialty 
Pg 31

50mm, 63mm New 
Image & Venetian 

Wood Blinds  
Pg 25-27
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Our experienced customer representatives are 
located as far afield as Invercargill in the south to 
Whangarei in the north. 

Selected for their passion for interior décor and 
customer service skills, our team attends regular 
courses to keep them at the cutting edge of décor 
trends, blinds, shutters, awning and louvre roof 
technology. 

They are fully conversant with the manufacture of 
the products they sell and can offer expert advice 
on all aspects of window treatments from style, 
form and fashion through to functionality. 

Our customer representatives are committed to 
ensuring your complete satisfaction. They will come 
to your home or business and discuss your needs 
and objectives with you. They can advise on the 
selection of blinds, shutters, awnings, louvre roofs or 
insect screens that will fulfil these needs, as well as 
show you product samples which will allow you to 
select suitable colours, textures and fabrics.

Consultation is provided on a ‘no obligation’ and 
completely free basis, as is our measure and  
quote service.

Our consultants can help you consider 
the following factors to ensure perfect 

window dressing solutions:

Our consultants are only a phone call away. 
Simply contact us and we will:

Focused on customer service

New Zealand Operation

privacy

light control

ease of operation  
     - motorisation

energy conservation  
     - insulation

wind and rain         
          protection

insect control

maintenance

cost

design

► visit your home  
or office

► share our expertise 
and product 
knowledge

► measure

► provide you with 
 a written quote

Throughout the entire process from initial 
point of contact through to the completion of 
your project, our staff are there to ensure your 

complete satisfaction.
Contact your nearest branch (refer to back page)  
or phone 0800 36 36 39 for further information  
or to arrange your free consultation.
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To ensure superior quality and consistency 
for our customers both in New Zealand and 
overseas, most Window Treatments’ products 
are manufactured by our own fully trained and 
skilled staff in a high-tech factory in Christchurch. 
In addition to the Christchurch factory, Window 
Treatments will soon be manufacturing Louvre 
Roofs and Palladio Awnings in our new Auckland 
Factory at 14A Omega Street, Rosedale.

Much of the equipment used in the manufacture 
of our products has been specifically designed 
and built for the company – a fact that makes 
Window Treatments unique and well positioned 
to incorporate and commission new technology 
as required. This ensures production of our blinds, 
shutters, awnings, louvre roofs and insect screens 
is consistently flawless and efficient.

A stable local work force, in conjunction with our 
manufacturing management systems, ensures we 

have the ability to increase output at relatively 
short notice without compromising product 
quality. This ability to meet special high volume 
commissions and tight customer deadlines is 
characteristic of the total commitment that our 
staff have to ensuring customer satisfaction.

Window Treatments International Ltd, a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Window Treatments NZ Ltd, 
is our active export company. 

You’ll see our blinds, shutters,  awnings and 
louvre roofs on your travels especially in Fiji, New 
Caledonia, Tahiti, Samoa, Cook Islands and The 
Maldives.

All international enquiries are dealt with from our 
head office in Christchurch and consultants and 
installers are ready to travel throughout these 
regions as required.

Manufacturing & Export Division
Superior quality & consistency
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Our highly specialised paint division employs the 
latest technology to achieve the high quality finish 
you require for superior presentation of your home 
or business.

A specially constructed atmosphere-controlled, 
dust-free spray booth and a large-capacity drying 
kiln enable us to handle the smallest single blind 
orders through to the largest commercial orders, 
while maintaining finish and quality without 
compromise.

We offer a wide range of  powder coated rail 
colours and an unlimited range of wet paint colours, 
creating virtually any colour or combination of 
colours for large run commercial production orders.

For those who appreciate the best, Window 
Treatments’ joinery division employs specialist 
craftsmen to meet the continuing requirement for 
cedar shutters.  
Western Red Cedar is recognised as one of the 
most stable and durable timbers available. 

The Canadian Western Red Cedar is grown 
commercially in sustainable, managed plantation 
forests specifically for the furniture and building 
industry. 

Our joinery products are superbly finished and 
available in coated or uncoated finishes to cater to 
your décor and design needs.  

The painted wooden shutters supplied by Window 
Treatments are a most admired interior décor 
statement with demand in this area strengthening 
steadily.

High quality finish & specialist craftsmen

Paint Division, Joinery Division

Painting of Shutters Finishing a Cedar Shutter Powder coating in operation 

Wide range of powder coated rail colours
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Roller Blinds

For a stylish, contemporary finish to your home 
or business opt for the simple elegance of Roller 
blinds. Roller blinds have always been popular 
because of their clever continuous chain loop 
control system enabling easy and precise upward 
and downward adjustment. They also have a 
reputation for understated sophistication, but 
the continuing upsurge in popularity of Roller 
blinds can be fairly attributed to the breakthrough 
technology in the fabric component and most 
recently in automation systems.

Roller blinds can now be made in contemporary 
textured weaves, smooth minimalist plains, 
translucent, screen, opaque or blockout fabrics. 
All of the fabrics we use have superior solar 
protection and excellent insulating properties.

We have solutions for customers who require 
exceptionally wide or tall blinds both interior 
and exterior Securo® (see page 17 - 21), to cover 
extensive glass panels and also perfected double 
roller and linked systems.

An alternative to the Securo® system is our Blocco 
system (see page 14) which has side channels and 
a full cassette covering the head rail. This system is 
ideal when maximum light reduction is required. 

For very tall roller blinds which are prone to 
tracking, we recommend the installation of wire 
guides to control this issue. In particular, for roller 
blinds which exceed drops of 3500mm wire 
guides should be fitted as standard.

Window Treatments NZ Ltd
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Roller Blind Features

MAX WIDTH 3000MM X  MAX DROP 3500MM 
(Larger sizes may be possible so please discuss your requirements with your sales representitive)

• Proudly NZ made by  
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Huge range of Light filtering, Screen & Blockout 
Fabrics in many colours & textures (including Fire 
retardant options) 

• Light & glare control

• Solar protection

• Easy to clean (refer to inside back cover)

• Continuous chain control for precise manual 
operation

• Easy and precise upward and downward 
adjustment 

• RollEase® hardware component system

• Geared Rollease Galaxy G200 controller option 
for effortless, smooth operation for larger blinds

• Unique fabric fastening system of the fabric to 
the tubes and bottom rails with Securo® locking 
spline - no glue or double sided tape

• Optional fascia system

• Single or Double Roller Blind configurations

• Multi-Blinds (linked in series) configuration

• Rectangle or Elliptical bottom rail

• Wire guide option for blinds with large drops

• Side channel guide (Blocco®) option to maximise 
light reduction

• Full headrail Cassette option

• Motorisation available. Automation interfaced to 
Building Management System (BMS). Option to 
control motorised blinds with your smart phone, 
solar sensors etc. (see page 45-47 for all options) 
All motors are covered with a 5 year warranty

• 3 Year Warranty on blind fabric and hardware

For more technical Roller Blind information,go to:
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/ 
and click on Section02-RollerBlinds
or scan the QR code >

Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Suitable for Interiors
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MAX WIDTH 3000MM X  MAX DROP 3500MM 
(Larger sizes may be possible so please discuss your requirements with your sales representitive)

Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Roller Blind Options
Single & Double Rollers, Sunscreen,  
Block-out & Light filtering

When privacy & light filtering is required
For internal darkening Window Treatments provides a 
range of block-out and room darkening fabrics, some 
with a textured finish and others with foam or white 
acrylic backing. These fabrics are ideally suited for 
computer rooms, offices, home theatre, bedrooms, hotel 
rooms and hospitals as they prevent glare and provide 
block-out when required.   
Light filtering or sunscreen fabrics are ideal when used 
on double rollers in conjunction with block-out fabrics. 
Light filtering fabrics provide less openness than 
sunscreen fabrics when more privacy is required. Usually 
the block-out blind is positioned behind the light filtering 
blind to ensure optimum light and privacy control.
   
For damp conditions
Most of our block-out fabrics are PVC free and all are 
resistant to mould and fungi, making block-out blinds 
ideal for installations in bathrooms or any areas of high 
humidity and moisture.  
 
For ease of maintenance
Block-out fabrics are remarkably easy to maintain. Soapy 
water and a sponge or soft brush is enough. They can 
also be professionally cleaned by contacting either 
Mr Sparkel or the Blind Care Company (our subsidiary 
cleaning companies). Refer to the directory for contact 
details.
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Roller Blind Fabrics - Sunscreen
Window Treatments has a huge range of fabric types, colours and a variety of subtle weaving and textural 
accents to choose from. Our customer representatives can assist you in selecting the perfect colour tone, 
temperature and texture to enhance your home or office décor. 

Sunscreen - Techno POLYESTER
Our classic style Techno range is very cost effective 
and works well in both commercial and domestic 
situations. Techno Screen is dimensionally stable and 
is available in a wide range of colours with openness 
factors.

Arch White 

Graphite Linen Sand 

Opo Grey Rock Grey 

Bronze  Charcoal  

Flint 

PLEASE NOTE: Colours shown are indicative only. 
Fabric samples are available on request.

Techno 5000  22

Graphite Rock GreyCharcoal 

Techno 10,000 22

Techno 2000 22 | Techno 5000 22  | Techno 10,000 22  
• basket weave 
• clear view 
• stylish colours 
• economical widths 
• optimal transparency   
• fire retardant 

Graphite Charcoal 

Techno 2000 22

Flint 

Extra White  

The Techno 
Polyester range 

is very cost 
effective

Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Product Composition Fire Retardant Openness

Techno 2000

Techno 5000

Techno 10000

33% Polyester
67% PVC
30% Polyester
70% PVC
30% Polyester
70% PVC

Yes

Yes

Yes

2%

5%

10%

Rock Grey 

Extra White  

Extra White  Arch White 

Opo Grey 
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Roller Blind Fabrics - Block out
Block out Roller blind fabrics are perfect for areas that require insulation, privacy, light control and or just to enhance 

the room décor. Window Treatments range of Block out Roller blind fabrics is extensive with many different textures and 

colours available. Fire retardant is also available for the more specialised fabrics which are often required for commercial 

environments. All block out fabrics are PVC free with weights ranging from 280gsm to 430gsm, and thickness from 

0.30mm up to 0.72mm.

Gala is a subtle and elegantly 
textured block out fabric available 
in a range of colours. Add 
sophistication to any domestic 
decor with ease. It has a high colour 
fastness to light and comes with a 
five year warranty.

Delicate yarns intricately woven, 
inspired by more traditional textile 
design methods. Simple yet 
sophisticated, the Jersey colour 
palette complements a broad 
spectrum of decors and interior 
spaces. Fabric is fade, mould and 
mildew resistant.
Fire Retardant. Five year warranty.

Cardrona is a blockout fabric 
sporting a very unique 100% 
textured finish it is ideal for 
domestic applications and comes 
with a three year warranty.
Colour Fastness to light Grade 
5, Acrylic Foam Coating, white 
coloured backing.

New Valencia is a cost effective and 
versatile blockout fabric. Available 
in a modern range of colours it will 
enhance any decor. It is resistant 
to mould and fungi, making it an 
ideal fabric choice in areas of high 
humidity and moisture. It has a high 
colour fastness to light (Grade 6 / 
Xenon Arc Method) and comes 
with a three year warranty

The renaissance of the Serengeti 
Collection has arrived in spectacular 
fashion. The number one premium 
jacquard on the market. The 
Jacquard weave design has a 
stunning three dimensional feel and 
appearance.
The Serengetti collection has an 
ivory coloured backing, a 5 year 
fabric warranty, is PVC free and 
highly fade resistant.

The Balmoral fabric collection 
offers the complete styling solution 
with pure elegance and premium 
design aesthetic for your interior. 
Constructed with an intricate weave 
which adds more depth and texture 
to design. Available in a variety of 
colours which are fade,  mould and 
mildew resistant. Fire Retardant. 
Five year warranty.

New Oxford  is a economical and 
versatile blockout fabric. Available 
in a modern range of colours it will 
enhance any decor. It is resistant 
to mould and fungi, making it an 
ideal fabric choice in areas of high 
humidity and moisture. It has a high 
colour fastness to light (Grade 7 / 
Blue Wool Scale) and comes with a 
three year warranty.

New Oxford FR is a Fire Retardant 
blockout fabric.  Available in a 
modern range of colours it will 
enhance any decor. Made from 
Polyester (PVC free) it is resistant 
to mould and fungi, making it an 
ideal fabric choice in areas of high 
humidity and moisture. It has a high 
colour fastness to light (Grade 7 / 
Blue Wool Scale) and comes with a 
three year warranty.

New Valencia FR is a versatile Fire 
Resistant blockout fabric. Available 
in a modern range of colours it 
will enhance any decor. Made from 
Polyester (PVC free) it is resistant 
to mould and fungi, making it an 
ideal fabric choice in areas of high 
humidity and moisture. It has a high 
colour fastness to light (Grade 6 / 
Xenon Arc Method) and comes with 
a three year warranty

Waterfall is a refined design with 
a streaming vertical pattern, 
completed with a matching 
color coating on the back. This 
combination of features ensures 
Waterfall will be perfect for any 
interior, and highly desirable where 
a color other than white is required 
on the outside façade of the 
building. The fabric comes with a 
five year warranty.

Gala Jersey

Cardrona New Valencia

Serengetti New Valencia FR

New Oxford Balmoral

New Oxford FR Waterfall
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• 3% Openness
• PVC free
• FR to European Standard B1
• Fade resistant
• High performance
• Available in 7 colours
• Fabrics are listed on Masterspec - Section 5531W
• Alu-Tech S2 in 2400mm wide
• Fabrics are guaranteed for 5 years 

Alu-Tech S2 (Aluminium backing)

PLEASE NOTE: Colours shown are indicative only. Fabric samples are  available on request.

Charcoal 

Alu-Tech S2

Copper Nickel

Platinum Steel Titanium

Uranium Nero

Magnesium

Roller Blind Fabrics - Commercial
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Alu-Tech S2 (Aluminium)
Enduring Environmental & Solar Protection

Sourced from a leading Netherlands producer, Alu-Tech S2 
is PVC free, high performance sun shade fabric. It is most 
commonly used in commercial projects providing higher 
level control of heat, glare and light whilst maintaining the 
view from inside to outside.  
Alu-Tech S2 has an Aluminium backing providing superior 
performance in regards to heat and glare. Alu-Tech S2 
fabrics are rated to the European Fire Standard B1 which 
is the highest fire rating for textiles in Europe. The fabric 
has achieved a Bronze certification from Cradle to Cradle 
Products Program which relates to material health (Banned 
list compliant). For more information on Cradle to Cradle 
click on www.c2ccertified.org

Recyclable  
& PVC free
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• Enviroshade is a 100% Trevira CS Fabric
• Permanently flame retardant
• PVC free
• UV ray reduction
• Fade resistant
• Available in 5 colours
• Fabric guaranteed for 5 years 

Enviroshade

Enviroshade Aluminium (with aluminium backing)

Enviroshade Aluminium has the same qualities 
and features of Enviroshade, but with the added 
feature of an aluminium backing. This special 
backing greatly enhances the fabric’s ability to 
reflect heat and light and is especially suited for 
the commercial environment. 

Enviroshade &  
Enviroshade Aluminium
Enduring Environmental & Solar Protection

Enviroshade is a Trevira-CS (PVC free) window 
shading fabric providing natural control of light, heat 
and glare, with a view. It has been meticulously tested 
to meet international standards for green and fire 
retardant fabrics. Enviroshade is energy efficient and 
cuts down on greenhouse emissions.
This European designed and manufactured range of 
roller fabric performs beautifully in both home and 
office spaces and is guaranteed for 5 years.  
For more information visit the “Blinds” category at 
www.envirospec.co.nz

Trevira-CS  
PVC free
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As domestic and commercial architectural styles 
advance and the use of modern high-tech materials 
are introduced, the resulting window coverings must 
progress as well.

To complement and enhance contemporary design, 
Window Treatments has explored roller blind 
mechanisms and introduced the world-renowned 
‘RollEase®’ hardware system to meet market demands.

To cater for the trend in extensive panel glazing the 
‘RollEase® Skyline system and Galaxy systems provide 
exceptional operational control for all blind sizes. 

For situations where large or a multiple panel of 
blinds are required to be operated with one control 
system, we recommend the geared Rollease Galaxy 
G200 controller. Both systems operate with two tube 
size options which are dictated by the width and drop 
of the blind. This means that Window Treatments can 
install sophisticated roller blind systems to extra tall, 
wide or multi panel glazing without compromising 
operation.

Our Roller blinds all have variable stopping positions 
for quiet, positive locks and our Galaxy G200 
controller also makes the operation of larger blinds 
smooth and simple.

Standard roller blind installation has fabric rolling 
behind the tube (back roll) and close to the window 
for an optimum fit, minimal gaps,  greater insulation 
and light control. However reverse rolling (front 
roll) can be ordered and is a simple solution to give 
clearance over window or door handles. Foam fabrics 
which have attractive texture and excellent insulation 
properties are front rolled as standard in order to 
conceal their white backing.

Our easy to use double roller system has proved 
a popular and fashionable solution for customers 
who require either a solar screen or light filtering 
fabric for day and a block-out fabric for night. Left 
or right chain operation with or without cord tidys 
are available in all our Roller blind products. Cords 
can be ordered in different lengths for those out 
of reach windows. All roller blinds have the option 
of motorisation, see pages 45-47 for motorisation 
options.

Fabric Fastening System: Window Treatments has 
developed a unique method of attaching the fabric 
of a roller blind to the head rail tube and bottom rail. 
Gone are the days of stitching and double sided tape! 
The new exclusive system involves welding a Securo® 
locking spline onto the fabric using a high impulse 
electric welding machine. The fabric is then guided 
into the rails through a specially formed Securo® 
locking groove. This system greatly enhances the 
finish of the blinds and eliminates the risk of the fabric 
pulling away from the rail due to deterioration of the 
sewing thread or breakdown of double sided tape. 
Window Treatments offers two distinct aluminium 
Bottom Rail profiles: 27mm x 16mm rectangular and 
a 30mm x 16mm eliptical. Both bottom rail profiles 
utilise the unique fabric fastening system and are 
available in a range of eight fashionable colours or a 
custom colour of your choice.

Wire Guides: Wire guides can be used to restrict 
movement of the blind where windows are left open 
or for incline windows (with a maximum of 20o incline 
from vertical). Wire guides are recommended for 
blinds that exceed 3500mm in drop.

Fabric Fastening System: Head Rails & Bottom Rails

50mm  
Head Rail

27mm x 16mm 
rectangular Bottom Rail
- with end cap - without                   
                            end cap

38mm  
Head Rail 

30mm x 16mm eliptical 
Bottom Rail
- with end cap - without                   
                            end cap

Front of blind ^
 
Noise Damper 
strip on back of 
bottom rail    >

Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Roller Blind Fabric Fastening System
Exclusive to Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Fabric Fastening System
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Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Roller Blind Rollease® Control Systems

Multi Blind
Controls multiple blind panels with one control system, 
also minimises the gap between blind panels. 

Skyline SL15
Suitable for small to 
medium size blinds, 
available with an option 
of ‘Spring Assist’ to aid in 
the operation of blinds.

Skyline SL20
Suitable for medium to 
large size blinds. Available 
with an option of ‘Spring 
Assist’ to aid in the 
operation of blinds

For ‘face fix’ blinds our attractive 
bracket cover conceals the 
control and pin end components.

Skyline SL15

Skyline SL20

Fascia
For single roller blinds, fascias are available with a 
square no-notch fascia for improved appearance 
and reduction in light gaps. Double Roller blinds 
are also available with a square fascia system. All 
fascia systems can accommodate either manual or 
motorised options.

Single Roller:
Square

Double Roller:
Square

Roll Direction

Back Roll Front Roll 

Galaxy G200
Suitable for medium 
to large size blinds. 

Galaxy G200
Geared 1 ½

Note: two single brackets (offset from each other) 
can also be used to achieve a double roller system.

Double Roller Systems          

Double Compact Bracket   

Light gaps
Standard deductions are made 
from the width of the window 
opening to allow 
space for the brackets, 
controller mechanisms, 
fabric and operating 
chain. Window 
Treatments deductions (see pictures - left) are 
designed to achieve the smallest light gaps possible 
between the edge of the fabric and the sides of the 
window frame. If no light gaps are a requirement, 
we recommend considering our Blocco Roller 
Blinds or Securo Blinds. Both of these systems are 
manufactured side channels which remove almost 
all light gaps.
For further detail on light gaps and more technical Roller Blinds 
information, go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-
info/ and click on Section02 –Roller Blinds

End cover for Face fixed 
Double Compact Bracket
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Blocco Roller Blinds
Window Treatments

Our Blocco Roller System eliminates almost all light gaps on 
both sides and headrail of a roller blind.
This is achieved with a head cassette containing the roller 
mechanism and side channels to minimise light entering 
the room. The finished system is refined, compact and 
aesthetically very pleasing, but most of all provides a 
complete solution where room darkening is required.

The system can be operated manually by a control 
chain or motorised with remote control or via a building 
management system. Blocco is constructed with our 
standard Acmeda® controllers. The cassette, side channels 
and bottom rail are available in black, white or anodised 
with other special powder coated colours on request. 

Blocco Roller System is the perfect solution when maximum 
light reduction is required in commercial environments such 
as schools, hotels, hospitals and residential applications  
such as home theatre rooms and bedrooms.

• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd
• Maximum light reduction design
• Fully enclosed cassette and side channels
• Funnel side guides with brushes which encapsulate 

fabric
• Chain (manual) control or motorised control with 

remote or wall switch
• Brush under bottom rail to limit light intrusion
• 3 Year Warranty
 
For more technical Blocco Roller Blind information, go to:
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/ and click 
on Section03-BloccoBlinds
or scan the QR code >

92mm

9
3m

m

27mm

55mm

25mm

Suitable for Interiors

MAX WIDTH 3000MM X  MAX DROP 3000MM (PER SINGLE CASSETTE - MANUAL & MOTORISED) | 
(Depending on Fabric choice, Note total area (width x drop) can not exceed 6.5m2)
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Head Rail 
Recess Channel

Mystique - a curtain & blind in one
Window Treatments NZ Ltd
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MAX WIDTH 4000MM X  MAX DROP 2800MM (MANUAL) | 5000MM X  MAX DROP 2800MM (MOTORISED)  
(Larger sizes may be possible so please discuss your requirements with your sales representitive)

• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• A wide range of fabrics available

• Mystique is available with two control options, 
Manual or Motorised.

• 3 Year Warranty 

A hybrid of a curtain and blind, Mystique® offers block out and light filtering in one. The perfect application 
for French or sliding doors. A soft and textured decorative alternative to a curtain or organza whilst having 
the unique advantage of being able to control the amount of light coming into the room. 

Manual: 
• Manufactured with a premium head rail tracking 

system from Louvolite United Kingdom 
• Control by a continuous chain loop for rotation and a 

continuous pull cord for traversing. Note: It is normal 
for the head rail system to emit a mechanical sound 
during traversing and rotation of Mystique®

• Mystique to be drawn to either side or with a centre 
opening

• Headrail colour options: White, Black and Anodised/
Grey

Motorised: 
• System manufactured exclusively by Window 

Treatments NZ Ltd 
• German designed Trietex German motor (240v). The 

motor has 2 gears which automatically reverts from 
rotating to traversing

• Control of rotation and traversing is via a remote or 
through a building management system. Note: It is 
normal for the head rail system to emit a mechanical 
sound during traversing and altering the angle of 
Mystique®

• Headrail colour options: White, Black and Anodised/
Grey

• For new builds, Window Treatments can supply a 
ceiling recess aluminium profile to fully conceal the 
headrail within the ceiling cavity

For more technical Mystique information, go to: 
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info and 
click on Section04-Mystique  or scan the QR code >

Motorised 
Head Rail

Cord Control 
Head Rail

Suitable for Interiors
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Continuous 
Cord with Smart 

Release

• Beautiful luxurious fabrics

• Block out lining

• Stylish flat fold pleats

• Pleats with battens for stability

• Top fix Roman Blinds supplied with fabric 
valance

• Face fix blinds supplied with return valance  
wraps around both ends of the roman blind  
to ensure a quality finish to the blind.

• Three unique and convenient  
control options available.

Roman Blinds
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Roman Blinds from Window Treatments provide 
stylish sophistication, huge fabric selection and 
new innovative control systems. 

MIN WIDTH 305MM | MAX WIDTH 2438MM | MIN DROP 610MM | MAX DROP 2590MM 
(Subject to the selected control system and fabric selection)

• Aerolite Cordless: A Roman blind with a 
concealed pull handle to pull the blind down to 
the preferred height and with a “quick release” 
mechanism that returns the blind automatically 
to the top position.

• Continuous Cord with Smart Release: A Roman 
Blind operated with a continuous chain loop at 
the side of the blind. With one pull of the chain 
the “smart release” system will stop the Roman 
Blind at any preferred drop.

• Motorised: Roman Blinds are installed with 
concealed Dooya motors and controlled by 
remote control. Motorised Roman Blinds can 
be stopped at any position and provide the 
ultimate in convenience and style.

• 3 Year Warranty

Aerolite Cordless
(with concealed 

handle)

Motorised

A  
traditional 
favourite, 
updated

Suitable for Interiors
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MIN WIDTH 305MM | MAX WIDTH 2438MM | MIN DROP 610MM | MAX DROP 2590MM 
(Subject to the selected control system and fabric selection)

Securo® Blinds

Securo® Exterior Blinds are ideal for providing 
shelter from the elements, (wind, rain, sun & heat) 
for outdoor entertaining areas such as around 
your deck or BBQ, or creating shelter to your cafe 
where wind and rain limit entertaining/seating 
areas for your customers.

Securo blinds are also suitable for interior 
applications when maximum light reduction is 
required in areas such as a board room, seminar 
room, hotel room, bedroom, home theatre, 
commercial building or hospital.

The key to this innovative Securo® range is how the 
fabric is locked into the side channels. The method 
used is the same used for Window Treatments’ 
standard roller blinds but for Securo®, a locking 
spline is welded to all four sides of the fabric 
using a high impulse electric welding machine. 
The fabric is then guided into the head, bottom 
and side rails through a specially formed locking 
groove.

Window Treatments NZ Ltd
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For more technical Securo information, go to:  
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info  
and click on Section11-Securo
or scan the QR code >

Securo® Blinds

• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ 
Ltd

• Manual and Motorised options  
(refer to your sales consultant for more 
information)

• Motorised control by either remote control or 
connected to a building management system

• Exterior entertaining and commercial areas 
such as, deck, BBQ, or café

• Ideal for interior applications when maximum 
light reduction is required in areas such as 
a board room, seminar room, hotel room, 
bedroom, home theatre, commercial building 
or hospital

• Securos should be retracted when winds 
exceed 65km/hr 

• Insect control

• Exterior fabric options include: Techno X 
Screen, Clear PVC 

• Interior fabric options include Techno X 
Screen, Phifer Fibre Glass Patio Screen, 
all of Roller blind block-out, sun-filter and 
screen fabric ranges

• Channel guides or wire guides 

• 3 Year Warranty

Window Treatments NZ Ltd

MAX WIDTH 5.1M X  MAX DROP 3M (TECHNO X)
MAX WIDTH 4.0M X  MAX DROP 3M (CLEAR PVC)Suitable for Interiors Exteriors
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Securo®Max is a revolutionary addition to the market. Italian 
designed, Securo®Max is the solution for extra wide interior 
or exterior roller blinds and is a perfect solution for creating 
shelter to your café or outdoor areas where wind and rain 
limit entertaining/seating areas for your customers.  

Securo® Max is manufactured with the same fabric locking 
system as standard Securos. A locking spline is welded to all 
four sides of the fabric using a high impulse electric welding 
machine. The fabric is then guided into the head, bottom and 
side rails through a specially formed locking groove.

Securo®Max can be linked to a building management system, 
remote controlled and/or with wall switches.

• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd
• Motorised control only with either remote control or 

connected to your building management system 
• A perfect solution for creating shelter to your outdoor 

café entertaining areas or around your deck or BBQ. 
• Securo can be manufactured up to 10m wide and up to 

3m drop
• Securo Max - less than 5.1mtr wide should be retracted 

when winds exceed 65km/hr, wider than 5.1mtr the blind 
should be retracted when winds exceed 35km/hr 

• Channel guides or wire guides
• Fabric: Techno X Screen. Note: Clear PVC fabric is not 

suitable for Securo Max
• Fully enclosed aluminium cassette box
• 3 Year Warranty

Securo® Max
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Light filtering or maximum light reduction (interior or exterior)

For more technical Securo information, go to:  
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info  
and click on Section11-Securo
or scan the QR code >

SECURO MAX - MAX WIDTH 10M X  MAX DROP 3M
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Securo® Pull Down Blinds
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Convenience and simplicity of use

Securo® Pull Down Blinds are designed for small to medium 
sized interior and exterior windows and doors providing 
solutions for Insect control, complete block-out, glare 
control and protection from wind and rain. 

The key to this innovative robust interior & exterior roller 
blind is how the fabric is locked (Securo®) into the roller 
tube within the aluminium cassette housing, bottom rail 
and side channel guides. The same method is used for 
Roller Blinds but for Securo Pull Down a locking spline is 
welded to all four sides of the fabric using a high impulse 
electric welding machine. The fabric is guided into the 
head and bottom rails and side channels through a 
specially formed locking groove. 

MAX WIDTH 2400MM X MAX DROP 2000MM (60MM HOUSING SYSTEM)
MAX WIDTH 2700MM X MAX DROP 2550MM (80MM HOUSING SYSTEM)
(Subject to fabric selection)

For more technical Securo Pull Down Blinds information, 
go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info  
and click on Section11-Securo
or scan the QR code >

• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Ideal for small to medium windows and doors in 
your home, office, motel or hotel

• Interior Fabrics: Phiferglass Pool & Patio Mesh, 
Techno X, Soltis 88, Standard Roller blind ranges of 
Blockout, light filtering and screen fabrics. 
Exterior Fabrics: Phiferglass Pool & Patio Mesh, 
Techno X & Soltis 88, Not suitable for clear PVC 
fabric

• Manual operation

• Top Fix or Face fix

• Discrete side channels 38mm x 28mm

• Easily operated manually by raising and lowering 
the blind using the handle or pull cord located on 
the bottom rail 

• Fabric permanently tensioned via a spring inserted 
in the top tube 

• Able to be locked into the down position by simply 
tilting the bottom rail

• Slim fully enclosed cassette housing options – 
60mm x 60mm or 80mm x 80mm

• Aluminium housing system and side channels 
available in the following colours: White, Ivory, 
Chinchilla, Silver Pearl, Bronze, Anthricite, Black or 
Anodised

• 3 Year Warranty

Suitable for Interiors Exteriors
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Unique 
patented 

braking lock 
system.

Mesh locked into track 
to resist high wind 

mesh blowouts.

Securo® Side Roll
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Securo® Side Roll finally resolves the problem of achieving light control and insect control whilst providing 
easy access through sliding and French doors. The solution utilises the Securo® fabric locking system with 
a spring loaded cassette/head box roller blind but instead of rolling from the top to the bottom, it rolls 
from side to side.

The system has the added benefit of an “easy to use” brake so that the blind can be opened to any desired 
position. The brake handle is positioned on the sliding stile at normal door handle height.

MAX WIDTH 4000MM (SINGLE SCREEEN) 
MAX WIDTH 8000MM (DOUBLE SCREEN)

For more technical Securo information, go to:  
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info  
and click on Section11-Securo
or scan the QR code >

• Proudly NZ made by 
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Interior Fabrics: Phiferglass Pool & Patio Mesh 
Exterior Fabrics: Phiferglass Pool & Patio Mesh

• Unique mesh-to-track retention system which 
prevents sagging and stops mesh blow-outs 

• Face Fix (recommended) or Top Fix option 
available 

• Available in a variety of finishes including 
powder-coated and anodised aluminium, 
white or black coloured end-caps and brake 
levers 

• Can be retrofitted to all makes of doors 

• Easily maintained with a regular vacuum of 
the floor channel and dusting of the screen 
material 

• Durable construction

• 3 Year Warranty

Suitable for Interiors Exteriors
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Café Blinds
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Café Blinds are an external roller blind ideally suited to provide 
shelter from wind and rain to cafés or outdoor areas.

Café Blinds are a cost-effective alternative to Securos mainly 
because they are installed without Head Rail Cassettes, side wires 
or side Channels however for extra strength they are manufactured 
standard with a 50mm reinforcing strip to both sides of the fabric.

When lowered the bottom rail is connected to strong ground 
anchors which can be released when the blind is raised and, in 
addition, Café Blinds can also be installed if required with a draft 
strip attached to the underside of the bottom rail.

For more technical Cafe blind information, go to:  
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info  
and click on Section12-CafeBlind
or scan the QR code >

• Proudly NZ made by  
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Suited to all out door areas and cafés 
where shelter from wind and rain is 
required

• Fabric: Clear PVC, Techno X screen and 
Awning fabrics

• Simple and robust heavy duty system 

• Operated manually by crank control or 
motorised and controlled by a remote 
or a hardwired switch

• Heavy duty cast aluminium universal 
face/top mounting brackets  
(Gun Metal or Perla) 

• Heavy duty aluminium bottom rail  
with Gun Metal or Perla end caps 

• Recommended for winds up to  
65km/hr 

• Various component & carabiner 
options to connect the bottom rail to 
the ground 

• Option to include a draft strip 
(approximately 200mm drop by 
the width of the blind) fitted to the 
underside of the bottom rail. The draft 
strip covers the component space 
taken to anchor the bottom rail to the 
ground fixing points 

• 3 Year Warranty

Heavy Duty Mounting 
Bracket, Reinforcing 

strip

Ground Mounting 
Stainless Steel Carabiner

Face Mounting 
Aluminium Anchor

Draught strip

A robust exterior solution

MAX WIDTH 4500MM X MAX DROP 3000MM (MAXIMUM AREA OF 12M2)Suitable for Exteriors
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Venetian Blinds 25mm
Window Treatments

• Proudly New Zealand made by  
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Excellent cost effective light control 

• Brushed metallic finishes in a wide 
range of colours

• Corrosion resistant Aluminium Head 
Rail and bottom rail

• Timeless style, strong & versatile

• Special shapes available

• Cavity option available

• Moulded bottom rail to prevent dust 
or moisture build up

• Privacy system option

• Manual control with cord lock 

• Motorised option with wall mounted 
switch or remote control

• 3 Year Warranty

The ever-popular, timeless Venetian 
Blind is arguably the most versatile 
blind in the world. There is virtually 
no domestic or commercial situation, 
from kitchen to lounge, boardroom to 
bathroom, conservatory to office foyer 
that cannot be met by a Venetian blind. 
They are now stronger and easier to 
operate than in years gone by and the 
modern range of Venetians is one of the 
company’s top selling blinds. A special 
feature of our 25mm Venetian Blinds 
is that our tilt rods require less turns of 
the rod to open and shut the blind slats, 
making them efficient to use.

The  
timeless  
classic

For more technical Venetian Blinds information, go to: 
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section05-HorizontalBlinds
or scan the QR code >

MAX WIDTH 2700MM X  MAX DROP 2700MM (MAX AREA OF 6.5M2)Suitable for All interiors
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Premium  
Venetian Blinds
Suited to all interior applications, our Premium 
Venetian Blinds provide excellent light control 
and privacy.

Venetian Blinds premium solutions
Window Treatments

Window Treatments

Venetian Blinds 50mm
Whether you are renewing your old classic 50mm 
Venetian Blinds or creating a post-modern retro look, 
50mm Venetians are back in vogue. Venetians are now 
one of the most contemporary blinds on the market. 
They are perfect for allowing ambient light inside but 
at the same time protecting your furniture from direct 
sunlight.

•  Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd
• 25mm Slat width
• 18mm ladder string pitch, provides more overlap 

on each slat
• Timeless style
• Strong and versatile
• Aluminium Head Rail and Bottom Rail
• Moulded Bottom Rail to prevent dust or 

moisture build up
• Light control
• Room darkening
• Suitable for both domestic or commercial 

situations
• Maximum size: Width 2400mm x Drop 2700mm
• Manual control with cord lock
• Motorisation available
• 3 Year Warranty

•  Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd
• 18mm Ladder string pitch (more overlap on 

each slat than standard 25mm venetian blind)
• Punch hole offset to the back of the slat to 

achieve tighter closure
• Timeless style
• Strong and versatile
• Aluminium Head Rail and Bottom Rail
•  Moulded Bottom Rail to prevent dust or 

moisture build up
• Light control
• Room darkening
• Suitable for both domestic or commercial 

situations
• Maximum size: Width 2400mm x Drop 2400mm
• 3 Year Warranty 

Privacy Venetian Blinds
If you are looking  for a Venetian blind that 
offers superior coverage and tighter closure, 
look to our Privacy Venetians. The Privacy 
Venetians are manufactured using a smaller 
18mm ladder string which provides more 
overlap of the aluminium slats and are the 
ideal solution where superior light control and 
privacy are required.
Note: Motorisation is not available for Privacy Venetians. 

For more technical Venetian Blinds information, go to: 
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/ and 
click on Section05-HorizontalBlinds
or scan the QR code >

Retro  
style

• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd
• Suitable for both domestic or commercial 

situations
•  Max width 2400mm x drop 2400mm
• 50mm Aluminium Slat
• Timeless retro style
• Strong and versatile
• Special shapes available

•  Moulded Bottom Rail to prevent dust or moisture 
build up

• No fascia required on 50mm Venetian Blinds
• Light control
• Room darkening
• Manual control with cord lock or 
• Motorised with wall mounted switch or remote
• 3 Year Warranty

Perforated  
Venetian Blinds
Suited to interior commercial applications, our 
Perforated blinds are ideal when a semi-opaque 
venetian is required. Perforated blinds with their 
finely punched slats present a softer look that 
permits some light to pass through even when 
they are fully closed.
Note: Motorisation is not available for Perforated Venetians. 
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Venetian Blinds New Image (wood look)
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

The most hard-wearing blind in our stable has to 
be the New Image (wood look) Venetian Blinds. 
Whilst New Image Blinds can be installed in all 
types of interior windows, they are particularly 
suited for light control in areas of heavy foot 
traffic and wet areas such as cafés, public areas, 
offices bathrooms, kitchens and laundries. These 
blinds have the look and feel of wood, but with 
the practicality of polystyrene. New Image Blinds 
are also very cost effective and work well in 
commercial or domestic situations where a strong 
blind is required and budget limitations may apply.

• Proudly NZ made by  
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Ideal for cafes, public areas, offices and 
domestic areas

• Available in eight fashionable colours including 
White Wash, Black, three White shade options 
and two Wood Grain finishes

• 50mm & 63mm compressed Polystyrene Slat

• 70mm contemporary flat fascia

• Water resistant

• Hardwearing and stable

• Economical and an excellent alternative to the 
more expensive wood blinds

• Has the look and feel of wood with the 
practicality of a synthetic non-porous finish

• Suitable especially for wet areas such as 
bathrooms, shower rooms, laundries and 
kitchens

• Light control and room darkening

• Electro glav steel head rail for extra strength

• Manual control with a cord lock or Motorised 
with remote control

• 3 Year Warranty

MAX WIDTH 2400MM X MAX DROP 2550MM (MAXIMUM AREA OF 3.5M2)Suitable for All interiors

For more technical Venetian Blind information, go to:  
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info  
and click on Section05-HorizontalBlinds
or scan the QR code >

Suitable  
for wet  
areas
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Wood Blinds 

50mm & 63mm 
If your home decor is suited to a slick 
contemporary painted look, and you love the 
qualities of wood, then our painted or stained 
Wood Blind option is perfect for you. Our timber 
is grown in sustainable forests worldwide. With all 
the benefits of longevity, thermal insulating and 
acoustic properties combined with the strengths 
of natural durability, our painted or stained wood 
blinds offer the best of both worlds. Cleaning 
lacquered wood blinds is simply a matter of 
wiping down the slats with a damp cloth and mild 
detergent and/or regular dusting.

Privacy Blind  
Our 50.8mm & 63.5mm Privacy Wood Blind offer 
an extra special feature where the blind slats are 
made and assembled without cord slots in the 
slats. The benefit of this unique feature is that the 
blind provides better privacy and improved light 
control.

Window Treatments NZ Ltd
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Wood Blinds - Lacquer & Painted finish

MAX WIDTH 2700MM X  MAX DROP 3048MM 
(Subject to painted or stained selection Note max 7.43m2)

• Suitable for all areas of your home  
or office

• Fourteen Standard painted colours in both 
slat widths. Note: custom colours are not 
available in the painted finish

• Seventeen Standard stained colours in 
both slat widths. Note: custom colours are 
not available in the stained finish

• Slat widths of 50.8mm & 63.5mm

• Thermal insulation, acoustic properties, 
strength, and natural durability

• Ladder strings or ladder tapes

• Hold down clips available for use of 
wooden blinds on doors

• Privacy option

• Not suitable for raked windows

• Motorisation not available

• 3 Year Warranty

Window Treatments NZ Ltd

For more technical Wood Blind information, go to:  
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info  
and click on Section05-HorizontalBlinds
or scan the QR code >

Suitable for All interiors
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1 The strong, reliable Window 
Treatments’ tracking system with 2 
wheeled carrier. 

2 There are two control options for 
Verticals: Cord/chain control and 
Wand control: 
• Cord/chain control (standard) 

- Alternatives for the stacking 
position of your verticals: Stack 
right, Stack left, Centre stack or 
Centre opening. The cord/chain 
can be at either side of the 
blinds. Note: Stacking function 
is not available for sloping or 
irregular shaped windows. 
 

 • Wand control (child safety) - 
Alternatives for the stacking 
position of your verticals: 
Stack right, Stack left. If Centre 
stack or Centre opening are 
required the track is split into 
two (making them independent 
of each other), with cord pulls 
at the side of both tracks. The 
wand/s are always attached 
to the leading carrier. Note: 
Stacking function is not 
available for sloping or irregular 
shaped windows.

3 Cord Tidy 
4 White Cordless bottom weight 
5 White Chained bottom weight

Vertical Blinds
Window Treatments

• Proudly NZ made by  
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Contemporary fabrics

• Wide colour range in block-out, sunscreen  
and sun-filter designs

• Ideal for sloping or irregular shaped 
windows, sliding doors or sliding windows 

• Rust free aluminium tracking system

• Tracks available in white, ivory, silver, black 
and bronze (special track colours available)

• Two-wheel carrier provides ultra-smooth 
and quiet operation

• Narrow stacking when drawn to the side

• Light control whilst maintaining the view

• Option of slats with or without stabilising 
chain

• Stacking options: Left, Right, Centre 
opening, Centre closing.  Note: Stacking function 

is not available for sloping or irregular shaped windows

• Tilt control by chain, Stacking control by  
Cord or Wand

• 3 Year Warranty

For an alternative window dressing effect 
in your home or office consider elegant, 
Vertical Blinds. The contemporary fabrics 
we are sourcing for our Vertical Blinds have 
revolutionised this versatile blind. New 
fabrics are available in stylish colours and 
beautiful textures that look perfect in both 
domestic and commercial applications. 
Verticals have the additional benefit 
of being the ideal solution for irregular 
shaped windows such as a sloping window 
or on the traditional ranch-slider. 

For more technical Vertical Blinds information, go to: 
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/ and 
click on Section13-Other-VerticalBlinds

MAX WIDTH 4000MM X DROP 3500MM (CORD CONTROL) | MAX WIDTH 3200MM X 3500MM DROP (WAND CONTROL)

Suitable for All interiors

2

1

3

4
5

Cord control Wand control Easy grip  
wand handle 
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Motorised 

Clutch

Cordless

Honeycomb Pleated Blinds 25mm & 38mm
Window Treatments

• The most energy efficient window covering for 
your home or office. The honeycomb structure 
traps air in the inside layers which provides 
superior insulation in the winter and keeps the 
room cool in the summer

• 25mm & 38mm single cell Honeycomb structure.

• Available in a wide range of 45 blockout colours 
and 45 light filtering fabric colours

• Less stacking space compared to all other 
blinds

• Options to operate from top to bottom 
(bunching at the top) or from the bottom to the 
top (bunching at the bottom). Further options 
to operate both from the top and bottom to the 
middle (bunching either top or bottom)

• Cords hidden inside cells – no cord punch holes

Control options: 
• Cord Lock: A cord lock can be positioned at 

either side of the blind and allows the blind 
to be raised, lowered and stopped at any 
position

• Clutch Control: Continuous cord control. 
• Cordless: A cordless system has no visible 

cords and the blind is raised and lowered 
by a small hand grip which is fixed onto the 
middle of the bottom rail 

• Motorised: For the ultimate convenience, 
Honeycomb Blinds can be powered either 
by a 12v hard-wired transformer or a Dooya 
lithium rechargeable battery pack with the 
option of adding a solar panel

• 3 Year Warranty

Energy saving is becoming a high priority 
in our lifestyles and the Honeycomb range 
of pleated fabrics is perfectly suited for this 
trend. The honeycomb structure traps air in the 
inside layers which provides superior insulation 
in the winter and keeps the room cool in the 
summer. Honeycomb pleated fabrics are strong 
and easy to look after and are available in both 
blockout and light filtering fabric types.

For more technical Honeycomb Blinds information, go to: 
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/ and click 
on Section06-Honeycomb Pleated Blinds
or scan the QR code >

The  
most energy 

efficient 
solution

Suitable for All interiors

Cord lock

MAX WIDTH 2700MM X DROP 3600MM (SUBJECT TO CONTROL OPTION CHOICE) | 
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• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Applications: When maximum light reduction is 
required in Commercial environments such as schools, 
hotels, hospitals and, Residential applications such as 
home theatre rooms and bedrooms

• 25mm Honeycomb pleat size with a selection of 45 
colours

• Superior insulating factors with the air being trapped 
inside the two layers of fabric

• Designed for light and heat control solution for 
skylights and conservatories

• Cords hidden inside cells - no cord punch holes

• Four sided frame of the Blocco Honeycomb Blind 
maximises the elimination of light intrusion from the 
sides of the blind

• Suitable for both standard perpendicular windows and 
skylight windows

• Raising and lowering of the blind is with a looped 
belt drive, hidden inside both side Channels which 
are simultaneously driven by the motor located in the 
headrail

• Manual (with push/pull pole) or,

• Motorised - powered either by a 12v hard-wired 
transformer or a Dooya lithium rechargeable battery 
pack with the option of adding a solar panel

• Solar panel can be connected to the 
battery pack to enhance battery life

• 3 Year warranty 

Blocco Honeycomb Blinds
Window Treatments

The perfect light and heat control solution for skylights 
and conservatories. The four-sided frame of the Blocco 
Honeycomb Blind maximises the elimination of light 
intrusion on the sides of the blind on both perpendicular 
and skylight windows. The raising and lowering of the 
blind is made possible with a looped belt drive, inside 
both side channels which are simultaneously driven 
manually or by the motor located in the headrail.
Aesthetically pleasing, insulating and easy to operate we 
offer Blocco Honeycomb Blinds with Block-out and Light 
Filtering fabrics in a variety of colours. 

For more technical Blocco Honeycomb Blinds information, 
go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section03-BloccoBlinds
or scan the QR code >

MAX WIDTH 1800MM X DROP 2500MM

Maximum 
light 

reduction

Suitable for All interiors
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Skylight & Specialty Blinds
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Finding a window covering solution for an 
unusually shaped window or skylight is something 
Window Treatments is well known for. We have 
been creating original specialty blinds and 
skylight blinds to meet all manner of unique 
applications since the company began operating 
in 1984. 

Because each specialty blind/skylight blind 
requirement is different and totally unique, it is 
impossible to list examples of every solution we 
have tailor made. However, some of the main 
options we have developed are:

Blocco Honeycomb (also featured on page 30)

The four-sided frame of the Blocco Honeycomb 
Blind maximises the elimination of almost all light 
intrusion on the sides of the blind on skylight 
windows. Aesthetically pleasing, insulating and 
easy to operate, we offer Blocco Honeycomb 
Blinds with Block-out and Light Filtering fabrics 
in a variety of colours. Operation can be either 
manual (push/pull pole, handle) or motorised 
with a Dooya motor with option of adding a solar 
panel. 
 
Fixed Screen:

A new and innovative specialty blind which has 
been very popular is our fixed screen. Fixed 
Screens are used for irregular shaped windows 
or skylights which are often in “out of reach” 
places, but need light and or heat control. They 
are manufactured with either painted timber 
frames or magnetic frames which are discreet and 
custom made for every application.

Basswood Shutters (also featured on page 34):

Basswood shutters can be manufactured to 
virtually any shape or size, and installed into 
skylight ceiling areas. The louvres are adjustable 
and for “out of reach” places, the tilting of the 
blades is done very simply by connecting a push/
pull pole to the tilt rod of the shutter panel. 

Tailor-made solutions

Fixed Screens
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Shutters

C
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Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Window Treatments’ traditional European styled 
shutters includes both interior shutters (used on 
the inside of a house or building) and exterior 
shutters (used on the outside of a structure). 
Depending on your application, shutters can 
be constructed from either Basswood, Cedar, 
Aluminium or PVC. All shutters carry our standard 
3 Year Warranty.

Shutters may be used for a variety of reasons: 
Visibility and airflow, including controlling the 
amount of sunlight that enters a room; To provide 
privacy, security and,  To enhance the aesthetics 
of a building or terrace access adding to the 
practicality and mood of any interior or exterior. 
They can be either fixed permanently in place, 
hinged, bi-fold or sliding and come with various 
types of hardware and tracking systems.
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Construction
The Clear View Aluminium Shutter is constructed the same 
way as the standard Plantation shutter with the exception of 
the tilt bar which is replaced with the Clear View metal tilt rod. 
This tilt bar is rebated into the side of the Aluminium louvre 
blade (on the reverse side of the panel) allowing for cleaner 
lines with unobtrusive view through the shutter when the 
louvres are open or closed. The Clear View Aluminium Shutter 
is ideal for sliding shutter applications as this decreases light 
gap measurements and allows each shutter panel to sit closer 
to one another.

ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS
IS
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Type

Louvres Louvre Size 89mm

Tilt Bar Clear View - Metal

Style Hinged
Bi-Fold
Straight Sliding
Fixed Louvres (ventilated)
Fixed Louvres (non-ventilated)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Stile Options Butt
Rabbet

Yes
Yes

Hardware Tracking Systems
Hardware

Yes
Yes

Frame Op-
tions

Stiles
Mid-rail
L Frames
Z Frames
T Post
U Channel

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Construction 2 x 4.5 x 32mm Joint Screws in each 
(Top, Middle & Bottom Rails)
Stiles (top & bottom) Nylon end caps
Louvre Blades (both sides) Nylon end 
cap
Sutters over 1.500m 1 Mid rail
Shutters over 2.950m 2 Mid rails

Finish Enamel Paint baked onto Aluminium
4 colours available: Silver A-4, Black A-3, 
White A-1, Natural White A-2

Type Size Thickness

Aluminium Aerofoil 89mm x 11mm 1.4mm               

Technical Data
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500mm (Bi-fold Panel)
300mm (Single Panel)
400mm
3.0m

Maximum Width

Maximum Height
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750mm per Panel
(maximum 6 x Panels on 
each side)
3000mm
40kg

Maximum Width

Maximum Height
Maximum Weight

900mm per Panel
(maximum 6 x Panels on 
each track)
3000mm
100kg

89mm

60mm to 100mm (varies)

19mm
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Construction
The Clear View Aluminium Shutter is constructed the same 
way as the standard Plantation shutter with the exception of 
the tilt bar which is replaced with the Clear View metal tilt rod. 
This tilt bar is rebated into the side of the Aluminium louvre 
blade (on the reverse side of the panel) allowing for cleaner 
lines with unobtrusive view through the shutter when the 
louvres are open or closed. The Clear View Aluminium Shutter 
is ideal for sliding shutter applications as this decreases light 
gap measurements and allows each shutter panel to sit closer 
to one another.
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cap
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Construction
The Clear View Aluminium Shutter is constructed the same 
way as the standard Plantation shutter with the exception of 
the tilt bar which is replaced with the Clear View metal tilt rod. 
This tilt bar is rebated into the side of the Aluminium louvre 
blade (on the reverse side of the panel) allowing for cleaner 
lines with unobtrusive view through the shutter when the 
louvres are open or closed. The Clear View Aluminium Shutter 
is ideal for sliding shutter applications as this decreases light 
gap measurements and allows each shutter panel to sit closer 
to one another.
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cap
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Shutters over 2.950m 2 Mid rails
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4 colours available: Silver A-4, Black A-3, 
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Reverse side showing  
Clear View Control Rod 

Clear View 
Control Rod 

Note: irrespective of how 
shutters are configured/
installed, some light will pass 
through and around shutter 
panels therefore shutters will 
not provide a complete light 
block solution.

Aluminium Shutters
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

An exciting addition to our Shutter range is the new 
Aluminium Shutter. The hard wearing Aluminium 
Shutter can be used internally but is particularly 
suited for external applications. 
Aluminium shutters are configured the same way as 
the standard Plantation Shutter with the exception 
of the tilt bar which is replaced with the Clear 
View metal tilt rod. The tilt bar is rebated into the 
side of the Aluminium louvre blade (on the reverse 
side of the panel), allowing for cleaner lines and 
unobstructed views through the shutters. The 
Aluminium Shutter is also available with a fixed 
louvre option (both ventilated and unventilated) 
and can be hinged, bi-folded or sliding. Aluminium 
shutters are available in four baked enamel colours, 
silver, satin black, pearl white and new birch. 

For more technical Aluminum Shutter information,  
go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section07c-AluminiumShutters-P21-P30

Exterior 
solution
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Basswood Louvre Widths for: Flat Blade & Aerofoil

12mm

12mm

12mm

12mm

11mm

11mm

11mm

11mm

47mm

64mm

89mm

114mm 47mm

64mm

89mm

114mm

Basswood Shutters
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Basswood shutters provide heat insulation during the winter months and adjustable light and privacy 
control all year round. Shutters create a timeless style and appeal admired by many and they open an 
exciting new dimension to the interior design of any living space. 

Folding and sliding shutters between rooms can 
be opened to link and adapt spaces or enhance 
a terrace access adding to the practicality 
and mood of any interior. Shutters can be 
manufactured to virtually any shape and size. 
Our Basswood Shutters come in a range of 
standard stain and painted colour options, 
or painted to the colour of your choice. 
Traditionally the tilt bar in the centre of each 
panel is used to change the pitch of the blades 
by moving the bar up or down.  
A new Clear View mechanism has been 
developed recently which allows the tilt bar 
to be concealed behind the shutter. This 
option is suited to a modern minimalist design 
environment and areas where space in front of 
the shutters is limited.

For more technical Shutter information, go to: 
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section07b-Shutters-BasswoodAnd 
CedarShutters
or scan the QR code >

Suitable for All interiors
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Basswood Shutter Specifications: 
 
Leaf Width
Minimum single leaf width is 250mm using our standard 50mm stiles. 

Single Leaf Height
Maximum single leaf height is recommended at 2800mm using our 
standard 50mm stiles.   

Standard Mid Rail
One mid rail must be used when the shutter is 1800mm to 2800mm 
in height, and two mid rails for shutters over 2800mm up to 
maximum height of 3000mm.

Louvre Widths
The shutter louvres can be adjusted to control light, privacy and 
airflow.  They are available in elliptical shape for the sculptured 
look or flat sides for a more traditional style.  The louvre comes in 4 
standard sizes: 47mm, 64mm, 89mm, 114mm Aerofoil.

Note: irrespective of how shutters are configured/installed, some light will 
pass through and around shutter panels therefore shutters will not provide a 
complete light block solution.
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Shutters can be manufactured  with 
adjustable louvres or fixed louvres 
depending on your requirements.

Cedar Shutters
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd, traditional European styled Cedar Shutters are a proven 
interior décor fashion statement for the best dressed homes. They provide a bold, striking alternative 
to more conventional blinds and are a very practical window treatment option. They look stunning in 
contemporary minimalist style homes or town houses, beautiful on classic villas and character homes and 
can transform simply designed houses. Window Treatments’ Cedar Shutters are created from Western Red 
Cedar which is free of resin, lightweight and easy to work with. Its low shrinkage and superior insulation 
factors makes it ideal for shutters. Only the highest clear wood grade of mature timber is considered and 
colour graded, from light to dark within each shutter.

For more technical Cedar Shutter information, go to:  
www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section07b-Shutters-BasswoodAndCedarShutters
or scan the QR code >

Louvre Widths  
The shutter louvres can be adjusted to 
control light, privacy and airflow. They are 
available in elliptical shape for a sculptured 
look. The louvre comes in 2 standard sizes: 
90mm Aerofoil and 68mm Aerofoil.
Note: irrespective of how shutters are configured/
installed, some light will pass through and around 
shutter panels therefore shutters will not provide a 
complete light block solution.

Suitable for All interiors
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PVC Shutter Specifications: 
 
Leaf Width
Minimum single leaf width is 250mm using our standard 
50mm stiles. 

Single Leaf Height
Maximum single leaf height is recommended at 2400mm 
using our standard 50mm stiles.   

Standard Mid Rail
One mid rail must be used when the shutter is 1500mm 
to 2800mm in height, and two mid rails for shutters over 
2800mm up to maximum height of 3000mm.

Louvre Widths
The shutter louvres can be adjusted to control light, privacy 
and airflow. They are available in elliptical shape for a 
sculptured look. The louvres come in 3 standard sizes: 
64mm, 89mm, 114mm Aerofoil. Note: irrespective of how 
shutters are configured/installed, some light will pass 
through and around shutter panels therefore shutters will not 
provide a complete light block solution.

64mm

89mm

114mm

12mm

12mm

12mm

PVC Shutters
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

PVC Shutters are particularly suited to damp areas 
such as bathrooms, kitchens, laundry or areas that 
have minimal ventilation. PVC Shutters have the look 
and feel of timber but are heavier than basswood 
hence the maximum leaf sizes are slightly less than 
basswood. A key feature of our PVC Shutters are 
that the styles and louvres are all extruded with an 
aluminium core which adds strength and stability to 
the shutter.

For more technical Shutter information, go to:
 www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/ and click on 
Section07d-PVCShutters-P31-P40 or scan the QR code >

The best 
shutter for 
wet areas

PVC Louvre Widths:

Suitable for All interiors
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Creating a stylish al fresco dining area, enhancing 
your indoor, outdoor flow and providing an 
innovative way to keep your interiors cool and 
shaded in the high summer months are all aspects 
that fashionable awnings can help you achieve. 
Awnings look aesthetically pleasing on all styles of 
home and once you have lived with the versatility 
and practicality they provide you will wonder 
why you didn’t invest in one sooner. Folding Arm 
Awnings have evolved from the “open” folding arm 
system to the much improved Palladio “cassetted” 
folding arm system. 

The European designed Palladio has improved 
aesthetics and uses smarter technology with 
a high emphasis on strength and corrosion 
resistance. In addition the cassette provides 
protection of the fabric when the awning 
is retracted and creates a very neat, stylish 
appearance. 

Designed to withstand adverse weather 
conditions, the mechanisms on our awnings are 
tough and extremely reliable, requiring little 
maintenance. Note: Palladio Awnings should be 
retracted when winds exceed 35km/hr or when 
raining. The sophisticated good looks of the 
Palladio Folding Arm Awning, its convenience and 
ease of operation, have seen it become the most 
widely sought after awning system. The Folding 
Arm Awning is the perfect option for patios, 
shops, kiosks and other areas where a retractable 
sunshade is required with unobstructed passage 

beneath, or where a drop arm awning cannot 
be fitted. The awning is intended to be secured 
directly to the wall or beneath the eaves. Available 
in widths of up to 7m, with projections up to 3.6m 
the Folding Arm Awning offers flexibility in its 
operation and can be motorised. 

Motorisation 
Motorisation has taken awnings into a new era 
of sophistication, convenience and functionality. 
External motorised awnings can feature wind 
sensors, rain, and sun sensors to provide ultimate 
convenience and trouble free operation. Motorised 
Palladio can also be installed with a motor which 
has an added feature of a manual override which 
can be used in the event of a power failure  
(note: with this option motors can only be installed on  
the right hand side).

Palladio Folding Arm Awnings
Window Treatments NZ Ltd
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• Proudly NZ made by  
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Suitable for your outdoor 
area, deck, patio, kiosks and 
café areas

• A wide variety of fabric 
colours and options are 
available

• Hardware colours available 
– Perla, Bronze, Gun Metal. 
Non-standard colours are 
available at an extra cost and 
longer delivery time

• European made components 

• Rain Hood is standard 
(cassette system). This is 
a single piece outer profile 
which protects the tube and 
fabric when the awning is 
retracted 

• Awning arms are positioned 
behind front rail providing a 
more refined and compact 
finish 

• High profile front bar 
improves stability and 
doubles as a valance 

• 40mm x 40mm aluminium 
square bar with internal ribs 
for extra strength 

• Marine grade (316) stainless 
steel bolts & screws are used 
in assembly of the awning. 
Wall fittings are galvanised 
steel 

• Cross over arms option. This 
is particularly useful when a 
large projection is required 
(see image below) 

• 70mm diameter fabric tube 

• Pitch is pre-set by the factory 
but can be manually adjusted 
by the customer 

• Rafter brackets available 

• Designed for wind speeds 
up to 35km/h. Palladio is not 
designed as a rain shelter 
therefore we recommend 
retracting the awning when 
rain is imminent. Rain Sensor 
is available as an optional 
extra 

• Motor or crank control 
(Pitch can only be adjusted 
manually) 

• Optional telescopic front bar 
supports 

• 3 Year Warranty

Folding Arms - without overlap
Palladio is a medium to heavy-duty,  
cassetted folding arm awning for terraces, 
balconies, shops and restaurants, designed 
to withstand wind speeds of up to 35km/h. 
Solid design, stainless steel chain and powerful 
springs enable excellent fabric tension.

Folding Arms  
- with overlap
For those situations where a large projection 
is required but the width of the awning 
is limited by the installation location, 
Palladio has the option of “overlapping 
arms”. Overlapping arms enable awnings 
to be constructed with narrow widths 
not normally possible with conventional 
arms. Overlapping arms are available in 
projections of 2100mm, 2600mm, and 
3100mm.

Optional Extras
Motorisation      Sun Sensor      Rain Sensor  Wind Sensor     Remote Control Motion Sensor Valance Crank Handle

Telescopic front bar supports
In exposed areas, “telescopic front bar supports” can be connected to the front bar (2.1m, 2.6m, 3.1m projections only) to 
counter the sail effect of the awning. The supports must be disconnected prior to retracting the awning and, to prevent 
damage, we advise against supports when motors and wind sensors are used.

25

Article No.  Description  Note  Stand. pack

Siesta
Fallarmsmarkis • Drop arm awning • Fallarmmarkise • Banette 

	©	Turnils	AB		1-2011

Motor Bracket Rek. less than 15Nm 
Polyamide

Motorfäste
Polyamid

Motor Halter
Polyamid

Support pour Moteur
Polyamide

Soporte para Motor
Polyamide

72.2515.0000   20

Worm gear Sq 10 mm (7/16”) 
Zinc, 4.33:1 6 Nm

Snäckväxel
Zink, 4.33:1 6 Nm

Schneckenrad-Getriebe
Zink, 4.33:1 6 Nm

Treuil
Zinc, 4.33:1 6 Nm

Torno reductor
Cinc, 4.33:1 6 Nm

* 66.1020, 66.1100, 66.1153

72.3616.0000  Shaft 36 mm 1

Crank handle  
Steel, with handles in ABS

Vev
Stål, med handtag i ABS

Handkurbel
Stahl, mit ABS Handgriffe

Manivelle
Acier, poignées ABS

Manivela
Acero, con mangos en ABS

72.3205.0001 0.5 m (1’7”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3212.0001 1.2 m (3’11”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3212.0058 1.2 m (3’11”) Silver Silber Argent Plata  10
72.3214.0001 1.4 m (4’7”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3214.0058 1.4 m (4’7”) Silver Silber Argent Plata  10
72.3216.0001 1.6 m (5’3”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3216.0058 1.6 m (5’3”) Silver Silber Argent Plata  10
72.3218.0001 1.8 m (5’11”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3218.0058 1.8 m (5’11”) Silver Silber Argent Plata  10
72.3220.0001 2.0 m (6’7”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3224.0001 2.4 m (7’10”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3224.0058 2.4 m (7’10”) Silver Silber Argent Plata  10

For more technical Palladio Folding Awning information, 
go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section08-Awnings
or scan the QR code >

MAX SIZE UP TO 7M WIDE AND UP TO A 3.6M PROJECTION

Suitable for Outdoors
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• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Suitable for commercial and residential properties 

• A wide variety of fabric colours and options are available 

• Full cassette is standard providing protection to the 
fabric 

• Front rail closes off the cassette when retracted 

• Perla is the standard component colour. Non standard 
component colours are available at an extra cost and 
longer delivery time 

• 70mm diameter fabric tube 

• Designed for wind speeds up to 35km/h 

• Motor or crank control 

• Marine grade (316) stainless steel bolts and screws 

• Wall fittings are galvanised steel 

• 3 Year Warranty

Optional Extras
Motorisation      Sun Sensor      Rain Sensor  Wind Sensor     Motion Sensor Valance Crank Handle

MAX WIDTH 4.5M X STANDARD PROJECTION (ARM LENGTH) 1M & 1.4M
Special projections are available on requestSuitable for Outdoors

Italia Box Radial Arm Awnings
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

The Italia Box awning system is the product of many years of evolution of radial arm awnings, resulting in 
better design, better construction and better functionality. The system is manufactured in New Zealand 
exclusively by Window Treatments using European made componentry.

For more technical Italia Box Radial Arm Awning information,  
go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section08-Awnings
or scan the QR code >

25

Article No.  Description  Note  Stand. pack

Siesta
Fallarmsmarkis • Drop arm awning • Fallarmmarkise • Banette 

	©	Turnils	AB		1-2011

Motor Bracket Rek. less than 15Nm 
Polyamide

Motorfäste
Polyamid

Motor Halter
Polyamid

Support pour Moteur
Polyamide

Soporte para Motor
Polyamide

72.2515.0000   20

Worm gear Sq 10 mm (7/16”) 
Zinc, 4.33:1 6 Nm

Snäckväxel
Zink, 4.33:1 6 Nm

Schneckenrad-Getriebe
Zink, 4.33:1 6 Nm

Treuil
Zinc, 4.33:1 6 Nm

Torno reductor
Cinc, 4.33:1 6 Nm

* 66.1020, 66.1100, 66.1153

72.3616.0000  Shaft 36 mm 1

Crank handle  
Steel, with handles in ABS

Vev
Stål, med handtag i ABS

Handkurbel
Stahl, mit ABS Handgriffe

Manivelle
Acier, poignées ABS

Manivela
Acero, con mangos en ABS

72.3205.0001 0.5 m (1’7”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3212.0001 1.2 m (3’11”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3212.0058 1.2 m (3’11”) Silver Silber Argent Plata  10
72.3214.0001 1.4 m (4’7”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3214.0058 1.4 m (4’7”) Silver Silber Argent Plata  10
72.3216.0001 1.6 m (5’3”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3216.0058 1.6 m (5’3”) Silver Silber Argent Plata  10
72.3218.0001 1.8 m (5’11”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3218.0058 1.8 m (5’11”) Silver Silber Argent Plata  10
72.3220.0001 2.0 m (6’7”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3224.0001 2.4 m (7’10”) Vit White Weiss Blanc Blanco  10
72.3224.0058 2.4 m (7’10”) Silver Silber Argent Plata  10
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• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Suitable for installation “on top” of a pergola, 
glass or open roof at any pitch between 0° and 
180° providing the cassette and front bar are 
positioned horizontally level

• A wide variety of fabric colours and options 
are available for commercial and domestic 
applications 

• Full cassette is standard which protects the tube 
and fabric when the awning is retracted 

• Two piece cassette for ease of maintenance 

• Two piece front bar for ease of maintenance 

• More refined profiles and bracketing 

• Marine grade (316) stainless steel bolts and 
screws and mounting brackets in galvanised steel 

• Standard colours for most external parts are Gun 
Metal, Perla, White, Matt Black. Special colours 
also available at an extra cost and longer delivery 
time 

• Designed for wind speeds up to 35km/h. Terrazza 
is not designed as a rain shelter therefore we 
recommend retracting the awning when rain is 
imminent. Rain Sensor is available as an optional 
extra

• Reduced gap between side channel and fabric 

• Motorised with minimal running noise 

• 3 Year Warranty

Optional Extras
Sun Sensor                  Rain Sensor 

Wind Sensor                  Remote Control

Sun & Wind                  Hard Wire Switch
Sensor

MAXI WIDTH UP TO 4M X PROJECTION UP TO 4M 
Total area (width x projection) up to maximum of 12m2Suitable for Outdoors

Terrazza Awnings 
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Terrazza Awnings are ideal for providing external 
sun and wind control and mounted “on top” of 
a pergola, glass or open roof. In special cases 
Terrazza can be installed under a pergola or glass 
roof using additional custom made brackets 
however the system is primarily designed for 
“on top” installations. The Terrazza awning has 
been developed using European technology and 
components, and can be installed at any angle/pitch 
(0° - 180°) providing the cassette and front bar are 
positioned horizontally level. As Terrazza is designed 
for sun and wind control only, we recommend 
retracting the awning when rain is imminent. The 
system is manufactured in New Zealand exclusively 
by Window Treatments using European made 
componentry. The system is manufactured in New 
Zealand exclusively by Window Treatments using 
European made componentry.

For more technical Terrazza Awning information,  
go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section09-TerrazzaPatioAwnings
or scan the QR code >

For 
conservatories 
and pergolas
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Following many years of research, refinement and 
technological advancement of the Louvre Roof 
concept, we now offer our Louvre Roof systems 
to the New Zealand market. European designed 
and manufactured and installed by Window 
Treatments NZ Ltd, our Louvre Roof system is 
stylish, minimalistic and very robust. The system 
can be installed onto an existing Pergola structure 
or free-standing with aluminium posts and beams, 
or a combination of both. 

Our Louvre Roof is available in two standard 
colours or powder coated to a colour of your 
choice. All Louvre Roofs are motorised with a 
retro-styled Elero (Italian) 240v Motor which can 
be controlled by an external hardwired switch or 
by remote. 

Enclose your Louvre Roof with Securos... 
A further enhancement of the Louvre Roof is that 
we can install Securo exterior motorised or manual 
blinds on the sides of the Louvre Roof to either 
fully or partially enclose the space. Securo blinds 
are available in both Techo X Screen and clear 
PVC. (see images next page)

Light up your Louvre Roof with LED strip lighting 
(Optional) 
We can install multi (6) coloured LED strip 
lighting to either 2 sides or 4 sides of your Louvre 
Roof. These new generation outdoor rated LED 
strips are installed with standard dimming and 
colour selection options. The LED strip lighting is 
conveniently controlled by remote control.

Louvre Roof 

C
O

L
O

U
R

Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Extend  
your 

outdoor 
living
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Installation Types

1. Free standing Louvre Roof with 4 to 6 posts: 
The louvre roof is not attached to a wall, house 
or building and is free standing.  

2. Existing Pergola structure:  Installing a louvre 
roof within or on top of an existing pergola 
structure into Steel, Timber or Concrete  

3. Installing against an existing house or wall 
structure: On this installation type, the louvre 
roof is supplied with standard aluminium 
85mm x 212mm projection and cross beams  

4. Optional LED Strip Lighting

• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments NZ Ltd

• Suitable for your outdoor area, pergola  or café 
where rain and wind shelter are required

• Standard colours: Gun Metal (metallic grey/black) 
and Perla (off white) or special colours (surcharge 
applies)

• Sleek aluminium elliptical shaped rotating louvres 
with quiet closure 

• Marine grade stainless steel parts 

• 7m projection is possible without a middle post

• Classical, stylish, minimalistic and very robust 

• Multi – modular louvre roofs can be manufactured 
for large areas 

• External durable powder coating system with 
60-100 micrometre thickness of powder coating 
(Standard PN-EN ISO 2360) 

• Outdoor rated LED Strip Lighting with dimming 
control and 6 colours (optional) 

• Option to enclose your Louvre Roof with Securo 
outdoor blinds 

• Note: The Louvre Roof is weatherproof but is 
not guaranteed to be watertight in adverse or 
storm conditions (Louvres must be opened when wind 

exceeds 65km/hr and or when snowing. In high wind areas, we 

recommend installing a wind sensor which will open the louvres 

automatically in high winds.)

• 3 Year Warranty

Pictured above: Securo® Exterior screen 
blind installed with a louvre roof

with remote control 
(optional extra)

MAX WIDTH OF 4100MM WITH A 7000MM PROJECTION Suitable for Outdoors

For more technical Louvre Roof information,  
go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section10-LouvreRoof
or scan the QR code >
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White  Grey  Cream  Brown  Black

• Proudly NZ made by Window Treatments 
NZ Ltd

• Suitable for all areas in your home or 
office where insect control is required or 
in those hard to reach places where light 
control is required

• Screen: Phiferglass Pool & Patio Mesh

• Block-out, Sunscreen or Light Filtering 
fabrics can be used as an alternative to 
Phiferglass Pool & Patio Mesh

• Easy lift corners – available in five colours

• Easy lift corners and frames available in 
five colours

• Durable PVC frame with strong magnets

• Easy to clean

• 3 Year Warranty

MAX WIDTH 1000MM X DROP 2300MM 
Width x drop must not exceed 2.3m2Suitable for Outdoors

Magnetic Insect Screens
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Magnetic Insect Screens are economical and 
provide a very practical solution for keeping out 
those unwanted flies and insects. One of the 
most important features of our Magnetic Insect 
Screens is the superior quality of our screen mesh. 
Phiferglass Pool & Patio Mesh provides good vision 
and is both dimensionally stable and fire retardant. 
We recommend regular dusting and, if necessary, 
marks may be removed with gentle cleaning using 
mild detergent and a damp cloth. 
If required, block-out and sunscreen fabrics can 
be substituted for Insect Mesh. This can be a 
perfect alternative particularly for irregular shaped 
windows and/or for windows in out-of-reach 
places. Where space is limited and privacy is 
required, such as a glass exterior door, a magnetic 
screen with a block out fabric can be a better 
option to a conventional Roller or  Venetian blind. For more technical Magnetic Insect Screen information,  

go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section13-Other-MagneticInsectScreen
or scan the QR code >

(Colours shown are indicative only)
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Motorisation is available for:
• Skylight Blinds (except 

shutters & fixed screens)

• Blocco Honeycomb Blinds 
• Palladio Folding Arm 

Awnings 
• Aluminium Venetian Blinds  

(except Perforated & Privacy Blinds)

• Roller Blinds
• New Image Blinds
• Blocco Blinds 
• Italia Box Awnings
• Terrazza Awnings 
• Securo® Exterior Blinds 
• Securo® Interior Blinds

• Louvre Roofs

Motorisation
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Motorisation has been one of the main driving 
factors behind positioning Window Treatments 
as leaders in the market place. Thanks to new 
technology in the motorisation industry we 
can now offer the option of remote controlled 
automation on most of our blinds, awnings and 
louvre roofs. 

Motorisation also eliminates the need for chains 
or cords and allows easy accessibility to high or 
difficult to reach windows. It is easily installed 
as retrofit and can be integrated with home or 
commercial building automation systems. At the 
press of a button you can lower or retract your 
blinds to any point, individually or as a specified 
room or area grouping. 

Motorisation by Window Treatments is provided 
by electrically powered discreet and quiet tubular 
motors which are operated by wall mounted 
switch, remote control or interfaced with your 
building management or facade management 
system. For blinds, the motor is installed directly 
into the head rail or tube. They are compact, quiet 
and powerful and can operate any size blind. 
Window Treatments uses motors and control 
systems by French company Somfy® and Rollease 
Acmeda® both with Hardwire & Wirefree motor 
options. In addition, Dooya (Hardwire & Wirefree 
motors) are also available for Honeycomb Blocco 
Blinds.

Somfy® and Rollease Acmeda® tubular motors 
are some of the world’s quietest and with a 
radio receiver built inside, it is simply a matter of 
plugging them into a power point or have them 
permanently hardwired. Programming can be 
managed easily with the use of the radio remote 
control or in some cases your smart phone/iPad 
etc. All motor systems are certified according to 
current technical and safety regulations. 

Window Treatments, in conjunction with Somfy 
and Rollease Acmeda®, guarantee excellent 
product quality, installation, simplicity of use for all 
customers and they are guaranteed for five years. 

Window Treatments can install our range of 
automated blinds, awnings and louvre roofs to 
remodelled homes, new homes, commercial 
buildings, and we can retrofit to existing systems. 
Somfy® and Rollease Acmeda® automation systems 
are designed to improve your comfort, security 
and energy efficiency – making life easier. 

Our customer representatives throughout New 
Zealand as well as our Automation & Technician 
Specialist, can consult with you or your architect 
at the planning stage for all domestic or 
commercial projects requiring automation.

The way of the future
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Motor Accessories

RTS Radio Transmitted Signal - Wireless :

Hard Wire Rotary
3 position switch 

(PDL)

Inis UNO

Inis DUO

Motor

Sunis Wirefree RTS 
Sun Sensor

Wind Sensor Animeo® Moco

RS485 RTS 
Transmitter

Somfy® Connexoon

Situo 1
Remote

Situo 2
Remote

Situo 5
Remote

Telis 16 
Channel

Telis 6 
Chronis

Telis Mod/Var with 
scroll wheel

Scroll wheel 
for precise 

adjustment of 
horziontal blind 

slats

Smoove 
Origin

In-Line Connector

Motion Sensor 

Somfy®
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Hardwired motors & Somfy® facade management systems
Somfy® hardwired motors 
Somfy® is by far the largest producer of blind motors 
with over 150 million motors manufactured since its 
inception. Today, Somfy® manufacture a motor almost 
every second and serve 270 million users worldwide. 
We are very proud of our 20 years supply partnership 
with Somfy® and we are well positioned and experienced 
to satisfy the automation needs for both residential 
and commercial projects. Window Treatments are 
recognised by Somfy® with a “Somfy® Expert Gold” 
status. When considering automation for your blinds, 
awnings or Securos®, hardwired motors are always 
preferable.  Somfy® battery motors are available for 
blinds when hardwiring is not possible so it is important 
particularly for new builds that pre-wiring should be 
considered for any automation requirements. Window 
Treatments have a dedicated “Automation & Technician 
Specialist” who can provide guidance to you or your 
Electrical contractor/Architect, on wiring and switching 
requirements for the successful implementation of 
automation. Many customers are using our Somfy 
automation systems as a further solution to sustainability 
and energy conservation strategies, both commercially 
and domestically.  Apart from light control, sustainable 
strategies and security purposes, automation system 
controlled blinds are aesthetically pleasing. They are 
beneficial for applications such as wall to wall, floor to 
floor glazing as there are no cords or controls visible. 
Our highly skilled automation staff are experienced in 
working with all automation systems, architects, builders, 
electricians and technicians. For further assistance 
and advice on your future comfort, phone Window 
Treatments – we are experts in the automation field.
 
Somfy® Façade Management Systems
The next generation of home automation, building 
management and commercial facade management 
systems are smart, reliable, easy to use and practical, 
essential for all new quality builds. Some systems can be 
accessed and controlled remotely online from anywhere 
in the world, by smart phone, on-site display modules 

and/or individual ‘intelligent’ wall switches (requires 
additional 3rd party applications and/or Building 
Management Systems). For commercial applications 
Window Treatments supplies and supports the Somfy 
Animeo® IB which is a total solar management system 
utilizing the Somfy powered intelligent motorised 
window coverings as well as digital keypads and 
weather sensors. This advanced and affordable system 
provides solar tracking, solar depth management and 
timed events. A variety of Somfy® weather sensors are 
compatible with Animeo® IB, including rain, wind, sun 
and temperature sensors. Sensor configuration and 
setup is easy using Animeo® IB’s intuitive user interface. 
Our Automation & Technician Specialist consults and 
facilitates the installation of Window Treatments’ 
motorised blinds, Securos®, awnings and facade 
management systems throughout New Zealand.

• Somfy® tubular motors are some of the world’s 
quietest

• Programming can be managed easily with the use of 
the radio remote control or in most cases your smart 
phone/iPad etc

• Window Treatments can interface our motorised 
Blinds and Awnings with most other Building 
Management systems in the market

• Can be used in conjunction with sensors and timers 
to protect your premises even when you are not in

• Hardwired and Wirefree battery motors are also 
available when hardwiring is not possible

• Remote options: Hardwired and RTS (Radio 
Technology Somfy®)

• Somfy® Connexoon app allows advanced control 
options for your motorised blinds

• Note: Raising and lowering speed of motorised Roller 
blinds may vary from blind to blind due to small 
variations in tube diameter, fabric thickness and 
signal performance

• 5 Year Warranty on Somfy® motors.

For more technical automation information,  
go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section14-Motorisation-AllProducts
or scan the QR code >
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For selected blinds where electrical circuits are difficult 
to install we now have specialised motors powered 
by long-life batteries rechargeable batteries After 
many years of development and the availability of 
new technology, Window Treatments can now offer 
rechargable battery motors by Rollease Acmeda®. The 
‘Li-Ion Series Automate Wirefree motor’ is so advanced 
that when Wi-Fi is present and paired to the Automate 
Pulse Hub, each motor can provide feedback to your 
smart phone indicating (via a graphic) the current 
position of the blind whether it’s up, down or partially 
up/down. This feedback also provides the battery level 
remaining on each motor so that recharging can be 
done in a timely manner.
Recharging can be done simply by connecting a 
charger to a 240v power outlet or automatically by a 
small solar panel installed behind the head rail of the 
blind. 
Optional timer controls and sun sensors, which can be 
teamed with motorisation, are of great benefit for those 
who like to have their furnishings protected when they 
are at work or away on holiday. The sun sensors will 
raise and lower your blinds as required to protect your 
carpet, furniture and artworks. With a timer control you 
can programme your blinds to open and shut at certain 
times of the day to conserve energy and reduce air 
conditioning requirements.
For further assistance and advice on your future 
comfort and convenience, phone Window Treatments – 
we are experts in the automation field.

• Window Treatments uses motors and control 
systems by USA/Australian company RollEase® 
Acmeda

• RollEase® Acmeda tubular motors are some of the 
world’s quietest

• Programming can be managed easily with the use of 
the radio remote control or in most cases your smart 
phone/iPad etc via the RollEase® Acmeda Pulse 2 
Hub

• Window Treatments can interface our motorised 
Blinds with most other Building Management 
systems in the market

• Can be used in conjunction with sensors and timers 
to protect your premises even when you are not in

• Hardwired and Wirefree battery motors are available
• Solar panel option for wirefree motors
• Remote options: Hardwired and RTS (Radio 

Technology RollEase® Acmeda) option
• Note: Raising and lowering speed of motorised 

Roller blinds may vary from blind to blind due to 
small variations in tube diameter, fabric thickness 
and signal performance

• 5 Year Warranty RollEase® Acmeda motors

AUSTRALIA | USA | EUROPE

rolleaseacmeda.com

© Rollease Acmeda Pty Ltd

AUTOMATE LI-ION SERIES

YEAR
WARRANTY

FEATURES

Electronic 
Limit Switch

Battery 
Powered

Favourite 
Position

Level Control Adjustable 
Speed

APPLICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

433MHz       
Bi-directional

Roller Shade

Li-ion 1.1 Li-ion 3.0

Part Number MTDCBRF25-1.1 MTDCBRF25-3

Voltage 12 12

Torque 1.1Nm 3.0Nm

Speed 20/30/40 RPM 20/24/28 RPM

Motor Length 445mm 648mm

Compatible Systems S35, S40 & S45 Roller Systems S45 Roller System

Solar Panel AC Charger

CHARGING OPTIONS

RollEase Acmeda®
Window Treatments NZ Ltd

Li-ion Series Wirefree and Automate Hard Wired motors

For more technical automation information,  
go to: www.window-treatments.co.nz/technical-info/  
and click on Section14-Motorisation-AllProducts
or scan the QR code >

Automate Pulse 2 Hub

Remote
Descr: Paradigm 5CH ARC 
Remote (5 Channel)
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Q. Window Treatments’ products are very price-
competitive in the market place. How does the 
quality compare?

A. Excellent. Our prices are very competitive because 
we sell direct, from the factory to the customer. 
There are no middlemen.  Our quality is first-rate as 
our fully trained and skilled staff manufacture our 
products to meet international standards both in our 
high-tech plant in Christchurch and overseas.

Q. Do you offer a free, no obligation, measure and 
quote?

A.  Yes, we have a team of skilled consultants who 
can advise on the selection of blinds, shutters, 
awnings, louvre roofs or insect screens that will fulfil 
your specific needs, as well as show you product 
samples which will allow you to select suitable 
colours, textures and fabrics from the infinite variety 
available. Phone 0800 36 36 39 anytime for an 
appointment.

Q.  Do your prices include installation?
A.  Yes. We have a team of skilled installers throughout 

the country, who will install and test your blinds, 
shutters, louvre roofs or awnings to ensure they are 
operating correctly.

Q.  How do I clean my blinds?
A. For most blinds a light regular dusting will maintain 

their like-new appearance. For deeper cleaning 
vacuum with the brush attachment of your vacuum 
cleaner. Or contact blind cleaning services such as 
Blind Care Company in Christchurch (Ph 03 377 
0770),  Mr Sparkel Auckland, Rosedale (Ph 0800 
11 55 37), Mr Sparkel Gisborne (Ph 027 414 4233 or 
06 867 4972), Mr Sparkel in Wellington (Ph 04 570 
0705), Easy Clean Blinds in Napier (Ph 06 876 7111). 
For all other areas, just call us on 0800 36 36 39 and 
we will recommend a suitable cleaner.

Q.  I have young children and safety is a big concern for 
me. Which Window Treatments’ products should I 
select?

A. At Window Treatments’ we are very safety conscious. 
Ask one of our consultants about motorisation which 
removes the need for any loose cords or choose your 
blind to be installed with a cord tidy.

Q.  Which blind types have the best thermal properties?
A.  Blocco Honeycomb Blinds, Blocco Rollers, 

Honeycomb Blinds, Shutters, Cedar Blinds, Timber 
Blinds.

Q.  Do you have the fabric that, when I am inside I can 
see out, but people cannot see in?

A.  We do have fabrics like these which provide privacy 
during day time whilst at the same time give you the 
ability to see out. However at night time with the 
house lights on, the reverse applies so total privacy 
is not always possible using only one fabric. Our 
double roller systems have evolved to address this 
issue by allowing two fabrics to be used.

Q.  I am looking for window treatments that can be 
motorised and operated by remote control. Which 
products can do this?

A.  Motorisation with remote control is available on the 
majority of our blinds apart from Verticals, Shutters 
and Wooden Blinds.

Q. I see your products offer something called UV 
protection – what’s that?

A. We test our products for how well they filter out the 
sun’s UV rays and the heat associated with those 
rays, on a scale of 0 to 8 (8 being the optimum UV 
protection). Most of our fabrics are between 5 to 7 
on this scale.

Q.  Can I put wood blinds or shutters in the bathroom?
A. Yes, provided the room is well ventilated and the 

blinds or shutters have a painted or lacquered finish. 
Ideally for these wet areas we recommend  PVC 
shutters and New Image (Compressed Polystyrene) 
blinds.

Q.  How long is your guarantee?
A.  We provide a full guarantee on product and 

installation for three years, and some fabrics have a 
five year guarantee.

Q. Are spare parts readily available? If so, where can I 
get them?

A.  Yes, because we manufacture in New Zealand, 
replacement parts are readily available from any 
Window Treatments’ branch nationwide or you can 
buy online at www.blindparts.co.nz or purchase from 
Mr Sparkel and The Blind Care Company (see page 
49 for contact details)

Q.  How do blind prices compare in relevance to one 
another? 

A.  This varies according to the size of the window that 
you are covering but as a general rule of thumb 
the order of pricing from the least expensive to the 
most expensive are: Venetians, Verticals, New Image,  
Rollers, Blocco, Cedar blinds, Securo and then 
Shutters.

Q. I work all day. Do you offer after hour 
appointments?

A.  Yes, we can arrange this. Simply phone 0800 36 36 
39 anytime for an appointment.

Q.  How long, after ordering, will it take to get my 
blinds installed?

A.  Approximately four weeks depending on the product 
selected.

Q. Can the technicians take down my old blinds when 
installing my new blinds? 

A.  The technicians can remove your old blinds and 
the cost to do this is best discussed with the Sales 
Consultant.

Q.  Can the technicians fix some of my old blinds in 
another room, when they install my new blinds?

A.  Yes – if they are Window Treatments’ blinds but 
charges may be incurred. Alternately repairs can 
be carried out by Mr Sparkel, Easy Clean Blinds or 
The Blind Care Company (see page 49 for contact 
details). 

Q.  How can I pay?
A.  By cash, Visa, Mastercard, Internet Banking or Eftpos.

Q.  Do you offer extended credit?
A.  Yes, we generally offer six months interest free and 

payment deferred via GEM Visa (conditions apply), 
but please discuss this with our Sales Consultant.

Frequently Asked Questions



Anytime... our phone lines are open 24hrs, 7 days

CLEANING & REPAIRS
Auckland - Mr Sparkel Ltd   

Address: 14A Omega Street,  
 Rosedale, 
 Auckland 0632
Telephone: +64 9 441 8305 
Freephone: 0800 11 55 37 
 

Email: auckland@mrsparkel.co.nz       
Website : www.mrsparkel.co.nz

Gisborne - Mr Sparkel Ltd 
Telephone: +64 6 867 4972 
Mobile: +64 27 414 4233  
Freephone: 0800 11 55 37 
 

Email : gisborne@window-treatments.co.nz   
Website : www.mrsparkel.co.nz 
 
Hawke’s Bay - Easy Clean Blinds 
Address: 1/30 Hyderabad Road,  
 Marewa, Napier 4110  
Telephone: +64 6 876 7111 
Freephone: 0800 11 55 37 
 

Email : tamila@easycleanblinds.co.nz   
Website : www.easycleanblinds.co.nz 
 
Wellington - Mr Sparkel Ltd   
Address: Unit 40 
 55 Percy Cameron St 
 Avalon, Lower Hutt 5011 
Telephone: +64 4 570 0705 
Freephone: 0800 11 55 37 
 

Email: wellington@mrsparkel.co.nz   
Website: www.mrsparkel.co.nz 
 
Christchurch - The Blind Care Company Ltd 
Address: 47 Mandeville St,  
 Riccarton,  
 Christchurch 8011 
Telephone: +64 3 377 0770 
Freephone: 0800 11 55 37 
 

Email : service@blindcare.co.nz      
Website : www.blindcare.co.nz 

Head Office, Administration & Export

Address: P O Box 6260
 Upper Riccarton
 Christchurch 8442
Freephone: 0800 36 36 39
Telephone: +64 3 343 1876 
Facsimile: +64 3 343 0277
headoffice@window-treatments.co.nz  
export@window-treatments.co.nz

Whangarei Consultant

Telephone: +64 9 438 0564
Mobile: +64 27 254 9130

whangarei@window-treatments.co.nz

Auckland Branch & Showroom

Address: 14A Omega Street
 Rosedale
 Auckland 0632
Telephone: +64 9 525 6555 
 

auckland@window-treatments.co.nz 

New Plymouth Consultant

Telephone: +64 6 759 0056 
 

newplymouth@window-treatments.co.nz

Hamilton Consultant

Telephone: +64 7 850 6154
Mobile: +64 27 436 7583 
 

hamilton@window-treatments.co.nz 

Tauranga Consultant

Telephone: +64 7 577 0764
Mobile: +64 27 557 4148
 

tauranga@window-treatments.co.nz

Rotorua Consultant

Telephone: +64 7 343 1655
Mobile: +64 27 557 4148

rotorua@window-treatments.co.nz

Gisborne Consultant 
 
Telephone: +64 6 867 4972 
Mobile: +64 27 414 4233 
 

gisborne@window-treatments.co.nz

Hawke’s Bay Consultant

Telephone: +64 6 845 9180 Napier
Telephone: +64 6 878 2690 Hastings
Mobile: +64 27 541 2603 
 

hawkesbay@window-treatments.co.nz 

Palmerston North Consultant 

Telephone: +64 6 358 6994
Mobile:  +64 27 245 4410 

palmerstonnth@window-treatments.co.nz

Masterton Consultant

Telephone: +64 6 378 9100
Mobile: +64 27 590 2142

masterton@window-treatments.co.nz

Wellington Branch & Showroom

Address: 41/55 Percy Cameron St 
 Avalon, Lower Hutt 5011
Telephone: +64 4 570 0701
 

wellington@window-treatments.co.nz 

Nelson Consultant

Telephone: +64 3 543 8015
Mobile: +64 27 554 4648
 

nelson@window-treatments.co.nz

Blenheim Consultant

Telephone: +64 3 579 3062
Mobile: +64 27 554 4648

blenheim@window-treatments.co.nz

Christchurch Branch & Showroom

Address: 47 Mandeville Street
 Riccarton,  
 Christchurch 8011
Telephone: +64 3 348 5344
 

christchurch@window-treatments.co.nz

Ashburton / Timaru Consultant 

Freephone: 0800 36 36 39
Mobile: +64 27 579 8856 

midcanterbury@window-treatments.co.nz

West Coast Consultant & Showroom

Freephone: 0800 36 36 39
Mobile: +64 21 910 679

westcoast@window-treatments.co.nz

Dunedin Branch & Showroom

Address: 247 Hanover Street
 Dunedin 9016
Telephone: +64 3 474 0461
 

dunedin@window-treatments.co.nz

Central Otago Consultant

Telephone: +64 3 442 8409
Mobile: +64 27 481 7205  
Mobile: +64 27 233 2542
 

centralotago@window-treatments.co.nz

Invercargill Consultant

Telephone: +64 3 213 5052
Mobile: +64 27 254 9138

invercargill@window-treatments.co.nz

www.window-treatments.co.nz

READY MADE BLINDS AND 
CURTAINS LTD

Email : sales@blindparts.co.nz      
Website : www.blindparts.co.nz

WINDOW TREATMENTS NZ LTD 

FREEPHONE 0800 36 36 39

Shop online for BLINDS PARTS 

NATIONWIDE 
Freephone: 0800 77 00 44 
Email : service@rmbc.co.nz      
Website : www.rmbc.co.nz 

tel:0800363639
tel:033431876
tel:094380564
tel:0272549130
tel:095256555
tel:067590056
tel:078506154
tel:0274367583
tel:075770764
tel:0275574148
tel:073431655
tel:0275574148
tel:068674972
tel:0274144233
tel:068459180
tel:068782690
tel:0275412603
tel:063586994
tel:0272454410
tel:063789100
tel:0275902142
tel:045700701
tel:035438015
tel:0275544648
tel:035793062
tel:0275544648
tel:033485344
tel:0800363639
tel:0275798856
tel:0800363639
tel:021910679
tel:034740461
tel:034428409
tel:0274817205
tel:0272332542
tel:032135052
tel:0272549138
tel:094418305
tel:0800115537
068674972
tel:0274144233
tel:0800115537
tel:068767111
tel:0800115537
tel:045700705
tel:0800115537
tel:033770770
tel:0800115537
tel:0800770044


www.window-treatments.co.nz
FREEPHONE 0800 36 36 39
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